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BIOGRAPHY
Ms. Diane Matthews specializes in effective and strategic design,
planning, deployment, training, and maintenance of healthcare
technology. Diane is passionate about connecting with people and
organizations for value sharing and growth. She is always keen on
attracting like minded individuals and healthcare practices to
create, collaborate and develop ways to improve healthcare
technology and efficiency.
Diane has completed degrees in Paralegal (Associates), Business
Administration (Bachelor’s) and Healthcare Administration
(Master’s). Diane has held the position of CEO and President of a
woman owned technology firm since 1990.
Diane has designed and developed custom database applications for a variety of sectors
including textile, E-911, manufacturing and State of NC indigent and elderly transportation
services. Clients include CMI Industries, Sara Lee Corporation, and Hanes Brands.
Diane has a keen sense of bringing together fragmented elements of projects, mold the
pieces into a work flow design of coordinated efforts, roll out project plans, and refine
processes into a more efficient and productive process. This culminates in savings of time
and resources for clients while positioning the framework for future growth and expansion.
Diane has effectively leveraged her legal, business and accounting backgrounds to creatively
develop a self funding for non-profit entities which leveraged tax laws to allow the borrower
to generate tax free income while issuing promissory notes to church members, raising
nearly half million dollars.
Diane is a visionary leader and technology innovative development executive who presents
a record of bringing to fruition, while meeting or exceeding client goal objectives, increased
productivity and efficiency while improving quality effectiveness. Success achieved through
analytical thinking, research of healthcare and legislation, creative strategy, building and
empowering teams for unsurpassed excellence. Highly principled relationship builder and
leader who positions organizations for the next stage of growth strategically leveraging
collaboration, trust, enhancing individual growth and instilling a culture of success.
Diane has a strong history of successfully breaking down barriers, internally and externally
while being a creative thinker, envisioning the broader scope and impact, thinking outside
the box to yield innovative and positive results.
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